[Effect of adaptation and compensation mechanisms on postoperative function of patients with tumors of the oral cavity].
To examine adaptation and compensation mechanisms on oral function, the tongue and the floor of the mouth of five healthy volunteers were immobilised with a plastic plate. The functional results of this group were compared with the postoperative results of patients with tumours in the area of the anterior floor of the mouth and the edge of the tongue. Swallowing, sucking, and speech functions were used to assess oral function. Unhandicaped swallow and sucking functions were determined as average value (reference value 100%) in a control group with 20 healthy adults. The results of the study demonstrate the adaptive ability of the tongue and underline the importance of keeping the remaining structures free to move. In cases of resection in the area of the anterior floor of the mouth, however, careful soft tissue reconstruction plays a far greater role, since the remaining structures do not adapt as easily.